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Yellow Canopy Syndrome
Although YCS never went away it seemed to have moved off
everyone’s front page for a while. But it appears to have made its
presence felt in the past week or so with a vengeance.
There is some thinking that part of it coming out now might relate to
the crop being at a similar physiological stage to what it was when we
first really took notice of YCS last year (being around April) given the
early finish to this crush and the late conclusion in 2012.
Home Hill grower Ian Shepherdson is of the view that his property is a
YCS Hot Spot …. with YCS worsening in the past 10 days following
recent rain. In saying this Ian stresses that he is not a typical cane
farmer he uses lower fertiliser inputs, next to nil herbicide usage and
uses tillage for weed control.

Ian Sheperdson with The Advocate reporter Chris Clarke
inspect a paddock of 2nd ratoon KQ228

Ian estimates that his total farm production for last season was down between $52k and $60k about 1,500 tonnes due to
YCS. His farm normally produces around 16,500 tonnes and last year’s tonnage was a mere 15,000. Ian feels this year the farm
will struggle to get 15,000 tonnes. Ian pointed out that for his paddocks worst effected by YCS his production was down by up
to 50% and for several years now he has only been going to second ratoons because he could
not get yields from third ratoons.
The current funding for the “Solving Yellow Canopy Research
Sugar Research Australia in a press release issued on Monday
Project” runs out at the end of June, 2014. SRA have
submitted an application for additional funding as a new
20 January, referred to YCS as an “undiagnosed condition” and
project in the latest round of SRA funding. This application will advised growers to be aware but not alarmed. Ian feels
be assessed by the Research Funding Panel and go through
growers should be aware and concerned but not to panic.
the evaluation like other submitted projects. SRA and the
cane industry as a whole are hopeful the application for further
funding into the research of YCS is successful.
continues page 6
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Millers all now have the right to directly sell their
“economic interest” sugar rather than using QSL
for marketing
The new Raw Sugar Supply Agreement (RSSA) which is an agreement between the
various millers and QSL has been signed. This means “Option B” is now
Click here to read the update on the
operational. Option B paves the way for more of Australia’s export sugar to be
CANEGROWERS
campaign for growers to
sold directly by milling companies rather than by QSL.
have ownership and legal title to the raw
The below story is from a chat between Greg Beashel CEO of QSL and Charlie
sugar they hold an economic interest in.
McKillop from ABC Rural Report. The story aired on Thursday 17 Jan, 2014.
The CANEGROWERS Green Pool report
can be found here
Sugar marketer Queensland Sugar Limited has revealed a new agreement
which for the first time gives milling companies the option to market their own sugar.
The deal means potentially one third - about one million tonnes - of Australia's $1.7 billion raw sugar exports could be sold
outside of the existing marketing pool, controlled by QSL.
Many cane growers fear an erosion of QSL's monopoly on marketing by foreign-owned millers would hurt their bottom line.
But QSL chief executive officer Greg Beashel says that's not the case.
"There is some competition now that didn't exist before, but we are selling into a deficit market as well, so it's likely
not to make a huge difference to the price that they receive and we'll be doing the best
job for them as we try to do all the time," he said.
If you would like to listen to the Greg
Beashel interview from the ABC rural report
contact us and we can email a copy to you

"I expect the big (companies) with the capability in this area will take up the
option. I think most will have a go at it and see how it goes for a portion of their
sugar, but really QSL is a commercial company that's got to compete in the
world, that's got to be judged on our performance and rewarded on our
performance as well."

Efforts by milling companies, including Australia's largest sugar producer, the Singaporean-owned Wilmar, to gain marketing
rights have ignited historical tensions between growers and millers about the ownership of raw sugar.
An amended Raw Sugar Supply Agreement (RSSA) has now been signed by all milling companies, giving them the option to
market their own 'economic interest', about one third, of the raw sugar they process. The other two thirds is considered by longstanding convention to be the economic interest of Queensland growers, who'll continue to sell through QSL.
But a report commissioned last year by peak lobby group, Canegrowers, highlighted the ambiguity of the legal status of raw
sugar and concern by growers their economic interest was not protected.
Canegrowers chairman Paul Schembri says the new agreement draws now draws a line in the sand with milling companies.
"The mills have gouged out the one third, one million, economic interest and whether they accept it or not, they have clearly as a
result now defined that there is a grower economic interest.
"Growers are performing two thirds of the financial risk within this industry... we want more than a say in marketing, we want a
direct link in terms of marketing through QSL if we're going to continue to invest with confidence in this industry."
It's an historical anomaly Mr Schembri says needs to be resolved so growers can secure legal title over their economic interest in
raw sugar and certainly in the level of investment they make in the industry.
"We've had some discussions, sitting down with the mills seeing if we can put in place some stable marketing arrangements... but
it is going to take some give-and-take in relation to all of the parties."
From QSL's point of view that means "business as usual" for cane growers because it will continue to sell all of their economic
interest, even though QSL has no direct commercial relationship with growers.
"At the moment, we buy sugar and milling companies own sugar, so that's who we buy it from," Mr Beashel said.

continues page 6
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Quick Facts
CANEGROWERS
Burdekin represents
around one third of the
cane farmers in the
Burdekin, with
members from all mill
areas being
represented.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Directors Sib Torrisi, Phil Marano & Roger Piva review historical
unfair treatment of cane farmers by Burdekin Shire Council in regard to General Rates.
www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

Council General Rates
As advised in canenews edition dated 20 Dec, 2013 (on page 5) Burdekin Shire Council
will soon commence the process to set their budget for Rates for 2014/15.

Scan on your
smartphone to
download our
app

Council’s long term forecast (as published on page 24 in their Budget Meeting paper
dated 9 July 2013) indicates that Council is forecasting an increase in General Rates by
$1.4m for the coming year …this represents another 5.9% increase. But even worse
Council’s 5 year forecast is to increase General Rates by $6m from $23.6m pa to $29.7m
pa a horrifying 26% increase.
We have facilitated a meeting with the other four collectives being Australian Cane
Farmers Association, Pioneer Cane Growers Organisation, Kalamia Cane Growers
Organisation and Invicta Cane Growers Organisation and we have all agreed to coordinate our efforts and unite on this important topic.
We are now waiting for the Council to confirm a meeting time. We will keep growers
informed of our progress in fighting for a fair deal on General Rates for all cane farmers in
the Burdekin.

@BurdekinCANE

Next Gen Business
Planning & Cash Flow
Management Course
Next Gen are hosting a Business Planning & Cash Flow Management Course in Ayr on
the 25th & 26th February with limited spaces available. The course is open to all young
cane farmers/industry professionals.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

The two day nationally accredited course, specifically designed for cane farmers is $150
per person and includes lunches and 3 months trainer support.
If you would like to attend the course contact Amanda Sheppard on 3303 2020 or email
admin@acfa.com.au
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers businesses
as at 21 January 2014

Message from the CEO

Brendan Steward, CANEGROWERS CEO

It has been a big few years for the Australian sugarcane industry and this year will
be no different. The whole industry is waiting with baited breath for breaking
rains. Thirsty crops up and down the coast need a drink if Australia is to realise its
hopes for a bigger, better crop this year. And let’s face it, crop is everything. While
weather is something we can’t do much about, in the coming year there is a list of
important outcomes which CANEGROWERS must use its strength and unity to get
a better outcome for its grower members. A better solution for growers to get the
best price for sugar both in terms of sugar pricing and marketing, increased
access for international trade and a more level playing field, more downward
pressure on the cost of production and more recognition of our licence to operate
following the rollout of the Smartcane BMP. I look forward to working with you on
these and other important issues for the industry. There is no mistaking it - it’s
going to be a very big year ahead.

Marketing


With the new RSSA in place, mills are required to advise QSL by 4 February their intentions for the marketing of Mill
Economic Interest sugar.



Mills will be required to advise QSL by 28 February the pricing declarations for the sugar that will be marketed by QSL. In
order to do this, mills will be seeking declarations of their growers’ intentions ahead of that date.



QSL’s pricing and pool offerings for 2014 season are unchanged from those available in the 2013 season.

Electricity


CANEGROWERS met with Ergon representatives to further develop a memorandum of understanding to address the issues
associated with the development of electricity tariffs for irrigation use in food and fibre production.

Trade


CANEGROWERS is working with National Farmers Federation and other agricultural industries to develop a strategy to
position agriculture as the centre piece of the Trans pacific Partnership negotiations. The focal point is that the TPP must
deliver for agriculture. Sugar must not be excluded.

Relative Economic Genetic Value (rEGV)


Further input has been made for the review of the economic weightings in the rEGV. It is planned to work through the model
once all the parameters have been updated to determine the sensitivity to the various economic factors.

SRA strategic plan


CANEGROWERS has provided informal input into the development of the first draft of the SRA five year strategic plan which
is based on the feedback from the forums held in November and December. The first draft for comment is expected next
week.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers businesses
as at 21 January 2014

Vegetation Management


CANEGROWERS, Queensland Farmers Federation and AgForce met with EHP, DNRM and DAFF to discuss the new protected plants framework under the Nature Conservation Act.



The protected plants framework is likely to have a punitive burden on land holders in the sugarcane industry. More work is
being conducted to assess the full impact of the new policy on the industry

Transport


CANEGROWERS met informally with Dave McKeon (NFF) to discuss a range of transport issues regarding the National
Heavy Vehicle Regulator and Infrastructure Australia.



Harvesting Contractors are asked to return their Fleet Review surveys by 31 January.

Crop insurance


CANEGROWERS commenced discussions with CGU representatives regarding renewal of the CANEGROWERS Crop Insurance scheme. CGU’s terms, conditions and premium rates are expected shortly.

Industrial


The Fair Work Commission has announced the groupings for the four yearly review of modern awards. Whilst the Pastoral
Award is in group 1, the Sugar Industry Award 2010 is listed in Group 3 for review later in the year.

as at 14 January 2014
Transport


CANEGROWERS met recently with AgForce to discuss a forward work agenda for the Agricultural Transport Industry
Council (ATIC). ATIC is a ministerial advisory council and an initiative of CANEGROWERS. The ATIC will hold its first
meeting in late March.



Harvest Contracters’ are requested to return their Harvesting Fleet Review questionnaires by 31 January.

Industry expansion


CANEGROWERS met recently with ASMC to discuss the progress to date on the Central Region Industry Development
Plan.

Vegetation management


CANEGROWERS met separately with AgForce and the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection to discuss the
development of a whole of government environmental offsets framework.
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Millers all
now have the
right to
directly sell
their
“economic
interest”
sugar
(continued)
"They've agreed that they'll have
the option to sell that one million
tonnes out of the three million.
"If there was any change beyond
that, the industry would have to
agree to it and that includes the
growers, so QSL wouldn't agree to
something like that unless there
was wide industry agreement on
the issue as there has been on this
one, on the (one third) economic
interest."
Under the agreement, QSL will
continue to load all shipments of
raw sugar leaving Queensland's
shores, with the cost of running the
bulk sugar terminals to continue
being met by all participants.

Yellow Canopy Syndrome
(continued)
SRA are monitoring Ian’s farm and have recognised that it is showing high levels of
YCS. Ian stated: He has been impressed with the professional positive attitude
displayed by the SRA team. SRA along with BPS are monitoring the distribution
and severity of YCS throughout the region. Growers are encouraged to continue
reporting cases of suspected YCS to BPS to help SRA fight this condition.
SRA continues to lead the “Solving Yellow Canopy Research Project” with the aim
of identifying the causal agents of the condition and potential management
strategies.
SRA state that over the last six months this research program has helped them
build a better understanding of the condition and allowed them to rule out a
number of possible causes such as nutritional deficiencies and toxicities, phototoxicity from chemicals and herbicides and insect damage. SRA are confident
from their studies that the condition is not being caused by any known pathogens.
SRA advise that in early February information and
data collected from a range of
Tentative date for the Burdekin
established transmission and
Industry Update Meeting
management trials, and monitoring
Wednesday,
5th Feb 2pm at the Ayr
activities will be reviewed in conjunction
Showground
with the Scientific Research Panel, which
is an independent group of plant
scientists who have been appointed to the project
to provide expert input to and oversight the project.
SRA met with their Industry Consultative group this morning (Thursday 23 rd
Jan). The group comprises representatives from CANEGROWERS, ACFA,
ASMC, Wilmar, BPS and HCPSL. The group was updated on progress and the
current situation was discussed. It was agreed that an industry update meeting be
held in the Burdekin, Herbert and Mulgrave regions in the coming weeks.

Ian Shepherdson compares his YCS cane with the paddock across the road, even though they are different varieties both were planted
at the same time and both are the same class of ratoon.

Click here for the
latest newsletter
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CANEGROWERS Queensland
representatives in the region
Warren Males (Head of Economics) and Burn Ashburner (Head of Industry) were in
the region on Tuesday to obtain firsthand knowledge of the impact on crops in the
Giru area due to restricted irrigation during the peak growing period.
Warren and Burn met with Giru grower John Pierotti and inspected one of John’s
paddocks that had been without irrigation for over 3 weeks. John is concerned that
if the level of Giru Weir drops even 10 centimetres he will have to cease pumping
again. Daily water storage level information on all weirs in the Burdekin Haughton
System can be found on the SunWater website at http://www.sunwater.com.au/
home/water-storage-levels .

Burn Ashburner, Warren Males, Russell
Jordan, John Pierotti & Steve Pilla inspecting
John’s farm

Burn and Warren also inspected Healey’s Lagoon which is potentially at the lowest level it has ever been. General feeling is that
it is going to take a significant amount of water to refill the lagoon as the sand will need to be saturated before the lagoon will
actually re-fill.
Other growers pointed out to Warren and Burn the issue of ribbon grass floating
down the channel and blocking the grate near Greenacre.
In addition Burn and Warren meet with Directors and Management from
Canegrowers Burdekin to work through the implementation of the new Rural
Water Use Efficiency –Irrigation Futures project. A story on this project was
included in canenews edition 20 December (on page 2). The goal being to
ensure the project provides maximum benefit to growers. It is expected that there
will be an announcement on this project for our region within the coming weeks.
We will keep growers informed.

Do you know we insure businesses
too?
CANEGROWERS Insurance Brokers do more than
just farm, home and motor insurance, we can
provide you with business insurance too.
New Insurance Manager Glyn Arundale has over 12
years experience arranging cover for large and
small business risks in the UK and here in Australia.
Any profits gained from CANEGROWERS Insurance
Brokers go back into your organisation to help focus
on your needs, so help us to help you by referring
Glyn & Martine to your family, friends and suppliers today.
As your not-for-profit member organisation our focus is lowering your costs,
we aim to get you value for money insurance cover whilst ensuring you are
adequately covered.
Unlike some other brokers we also do not charge broker fees , so when you
get your insurance renewal in the mail, don’t pay it until you have spoken to
us!

Call us now on 4790 3600

Workplace Health and Safety
Queensland is investigating a fatal
incident that occurred on Wednesday 15
January 2014 at a rural property near
Marlborough.
A sixty seven year old man died when
he was run over by the dozer he was
operating. The dozer was one of two
clearing scrub by dragging a large chain
behind them.
Could this happen anywhere your
employees are working?
This alert is a reminder for you and your
organisation to consider the
effectiveness of your safety
management systems in preventing an
incident like this from occurring at a
workplace.
For information on workplace health and
safety visit the Workplace Health and
Safety Queensland website at
www.worksafe.qld.gov.au.
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Community
response to
eliminating
suicide

2013 Women In Sugar Australia Conference

2014 Women In Sugar Australia
Conference
The 2014 Women In Sugar Australia (WISA) conference will be held in Bundaberg this
year on the 11th & 12th March, 2014.
The two day event includes a conference on the first day, including a conference
dinner followed by a bus tour on the second day.
More information and registration forms are available here.

What is the National Rural
Women's Network?

The ideals on which CORES was
established 10 years ago remain
relevant today. These ideals are
based on the provision of training
courses to assist everyday people to
become aware of the signs of
depression and the need for
intervention. Many families have
been spared the trauma and tragedy
of losing a loved one to suicide due
to the heart breaking challenges of
depression being overcome.
The latest CORES newsletter is
attached here.
For more information contact Ross
Romeo 0427 455 313 or
coresqld@kentishrc.com.au. Ross is
the Burdekin CORES
representative.

Did you know?
More people in Australia die from
suicide than are killed in motor
vehicle accidents each year.

By Carla Keith
I recently have had the privilege of joining a new national project aimed at connecting Rural, Regional and Remote (RRR) women
across Australia and thought it would be good to share a little about what this project is about.
The National Rural Women's Network (NRWN) is just one of the many projects currently being overseen by the National Rural
Women’s Coalition (NRWC). The NRWN is made up of a group of eight women volunteers from rural, regional and remote
centres. These are: Dr Pat Hamilton (chair, SA), Sandra Ireson (NSW), Renee Fiolet (VIC), Carla Keith (QLD), Alison Dakin (NT),
Leonie Noble (WA), Karen Tully (QLD), Alwyn Friedersdorff (TAS).
A key role of the NRWN is to give RRR women a powerful voice and the confidence to grow their personal and professional
networks through sharing knowledge, skills and experiences with other like-minded women. It does this by being an informative,
engaging and interactive network that uses social media to harness the thoughts of women and the broader community - and then
direct these thoughts to the people and organisations that need to hear these messages. Hopefully, in the not too distant future,
the NRWN will be the “go to” place for RRR women looking to link up with and plug into the myriad of wonderful projects and
support networks already available.
How the NRWN evolves will depend entirely on what RRR women want. I strongly encourage all RRR women and their networks
to support the NRWN either by following us on Twitter @NRWNetwork , Facebook/National Rural Women’s Network or by visiting
our website www.nrwc.com.au. You can also contact our Program Manager , Karen Tully at pm@nrwc.com.au .
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QSL update

By Carla Keith, QSL Industry Relationship Manager
for week ending 24 January 2014

New Selling Arrangements
As you are aware, last year QSL was in discussions with the industry in relation to a request by some millers to be given the
option to sell their economic interest (EI) sugar. After agreement from the industry to make this option available, a working group
was formed and an amended Raw Sugar Supply Agreement (RSSA) was developed. All millers and our banking partners signedoff on the new arrangement prior to Christmas.
Growers have shown strong support for QSL’s marketing arrangements and therefore QSL is proud to remain the marketer for
Queensland growers’ raw sugar. QSL will remain the largest seller of Australian raw sugar with approximately two million tonnes
of sugar to sell into the international market and will allow us to continue to secure value for our members.
As per previous arrangements, all export sugar will continue to move through QSL’s system. Millers who take up the option to sell
their EI sugar will purchase their sugar back from QSL at the rate for which they sold it to us plus any costs incurred during the
pass through of the sugar through QSL. This allows us to continue to achieve economies of scale across all of our value offerings
in order to continue offering the range of services we do, while keeping costs down.
If a miller chooses to sell their EI sugar they will not share in the benefits of the premiums acquired by QSL through our marketing
efforts.
Physical Market
The start of 2014 has seen the ICE 11 price continue to trade at weaker levels, with the March 14 position currently trading below
15c/lb. QSL’s Liquidity Manager, Ginette Barrett, provides some further insights into the market in her report below.
Below is a brief update on our pricing, financing and logistics offerings.
Pricing
It’s that time of the year again where growers are asked to decide which pricing pools they would like to participate in for the
upcoming 2014 season. QSL’s pools each offer different levels of risk, types of price management and supply obligations (i.e.
committed or uncommitted). It is important growers understand how their pool of choice works and how their choice/s can
influence their seasonal cash flow, particularly in the latter half of the season (in the case of the Harvest Pool). In this respect, we
will be hosting a series of information sessions about the QSL pool offerings for 2014. Your mill should advise shortly when these
sessions are taking place in your area. Cathy and I strongly urge all growers to attend these sessions, as you will be provided
with an overview of our pools and the ability to ask any questions. Of course, if you cannot make these sessions, please give
either Cathy or me a call or send us an email and we will be more than happy to help you work through any questions you may
have.
Growers can get a good overview of each of our pools by reading through our Pool Description Statements on our website
(www.qsl.com.au). We have now priced the majority of sugar in our pools and the current indicative pool values are on page 10
of canenews. The nature of the Harvest Pool means around 40% is still yet to be priced.
Logistics
We have received around 2.95 million tonnes of RSSA sugar for the 2013 season at the terminals. Our Operations team are
managing the sugar in the sheds to capture off season prices, which are expected to strengthen from current values, and the
team is preparing for this year’s harvest.
Financing
In recognising the downward trend of the sugar market, QSL increased its Advance Program rates for January and February to
ensure growers and millers continued to receive some cash flow during this crucial period. QSL also proposed increasing the
March rate from 80% to 82.5%. The next Advance Program indicative rates for March and April will be reviewed by the QSL
Board at their February meeting.
If you have any questions or feedback, please don’t hesitate to contact one of us; Cathy Kelly on 0409 285 074 or
cathy.kelly@qsl.com.au or Carla Keith on 0409 372 305 or carla.keith@qsl.com.au.
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QSL market update
By Ginette Barrett,
QSL Liquidity Manager

Sugar
The New Year has seen the raw sugar futures price continue to spiral downwards, setting
new contract lows across the board. The Mar14 position closed last week at a low of
15.22 c/lb.
There are a number of events that are believed to be contributing to the price weakness:



Brazil’s sugar production for this season has come in slightly higher than last year’s.
Record crops are also expected from both Thailand and India.



In India, there is talk of a government subsidy for farmers/producers which could
bring more sugar into the market. However, speculation at present suggests the
subsidy will not be sufficient to make exports competitive with their domestic market.



Finally, the Brazilian Real continues to disappoint against the US dollar, weighing
down the market.

QSL’s sentiment for 2014 remains positive, once the Thailand and Indian crops come
onto the market the real crop yields come to light. We expect the sugar price to be
bearish in the short term which will unfortunately not bring much relief for the start of the
year with the excess sugar still floating around the market. QSL remains positive that the
market will recover towards the middle of this year.
Currency
The Australian dollar has continued to weaken in line with further evidence of a
recovering US economy. The dollar fell last week to a three-and-a-half-year low of 87.64
cents to the US dollar.
The dollar fell un-expectantly last week after the Australian job figures came in well below
forecast and the expectation that the Federal Open Market Committee will increase its
stimulus measures when it meets this week.
The outlook for 2014 is a declining Australian dollar theme, which should be positive for
the sugar industry locally as it may counteract the decline in the sugar price some what.
While all care is taken in the preparation of this report the reliability or accuracy of the information provided
in the document is not guaranteed. QSL does not accept any responsibility to any person for the decisions and
actions taken by that person with respect to any of the information contained in this report.

CANEGROWERS weather update
The forecast rain outlook for the next 12 months for Giru is represented below. To see the
latest forecast click here.

Extract from
QFF
newsletter

Rural
Pharmacy
Workforce
Programs

The Pharmacy Guild of Australia
administers various programs to
assist students, interns,
pharmacists and pharmacies
who are located in rural and
remote areas (PhARIA 2-6).
Applications are currently open
for the Rural Pharmacy
Scholarship Scheme, closing on
January 31.
This Scheme was established to
provide financial support to
encourage and enable students
from rural and remote
communities to undertake
undergraduate or graduate
studies in pharmacy at
University.
There are up to 30 scholarships
offered annually, with a value of
$10,000 per annum per student
($40,000 per student over a four
year period).
Scholarship recipients are
encouraged to seek employment
in rural and remote areas
following graduation.
To find out more about the
scheme visit www.5cpa.com.au
or contact the Rural Pharmacy
Workforce team on 026270 1888
or ruralpharmacy@guild.org.au.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER

FOR SALE PLANTING EQUIPMENT


Australia Day Public
Holiday, Monday 27
January
Wilmar grower meetings,
Tuesday 28 January,
11.30am, 1.30pm or
3.30pm at the Ayr
Showgrounds
Tenative date for the
Burdekin YCS Industry
Update at the Ayr
Showgrounds, Wednesday
5 February
Forward pricing
nominations close Monday
24 February
Harvesting grouping
applications close Friday
28 February

2005 Hodge Contractor 2500 billet planter with two front toolbars
One for single row planting using wide chute.

One for dual row double disc opening planting.

Planter has four chains for accurate billet delivery to the toolbars.

Planter is for 1.83m rows and can be converted to other row spacing.

Planter is set up for full control from tractor cab.

Ss fertiliser bin or liquid tank.
1995 Cameco 2500 harvester for billet planting. Rubber rollers.
Chamberlain 4080 tractor with heavy duty tandem trailer with two 4 tonne tipper
bins.
Chamberlain 4080 tractor with heavy duty tandem trailer with two 2 tonne tipper
bins.






Contact Ian Haigh 0418 181 335 email idhaigh@bigpond.com

HARVESTING HAULAGE EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
2010 JCB 3230-65 Fastrac Sugar Cane Special Tractors with
 EHS Tri-axle triple bin trailers roll on roll off dual gauge Pioneer or Invicta
with high flotation tyres.
 Units would also be suitable for water tankers etc.
Two units available and will consider splitting and selling tractors or trailers individually.
Contact Ian Haigh 0418 181 335 email idhaigh@bigpond.com

GIVE (Grower Innovation
Virtual Expo) is to be held
Monday17 March to
Thursday 20 March in
Innisfail

Do you have a tip or an idea for a story? Tell
us about it.
Send your stories to
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

ARE YOU
LOOKING
CASUAL FOR
WORK?
Put your name down at
CANEGROWERS Burdekin
by emailing
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
with your name and work
experience.

Classifieds are free for
members email your ad to
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

6% discount
for CANEGROWERS members
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Pricing information
2013 Season Advances & Payments
as at 6 January 2014

$/tonne IPS
Initial *
22 August 13*
26 September 13*
24 October 13*
21 November 13*
19 December 13*
23 January 14
20 February 14
20 March 14
24 April 14
22 May 14
26 June 14
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$219
$235
$256
$262
$275
$284
$305
$315
$325
$335
$354
$374
$394

Wilmar grower
meetings
Wilmar will be holding grower meetings at the Ayr
Showgrounds on Tuesday 28th January at 11.30am,
1.30pm & 3.30pm.

77.5%
80.0%
82.5%
85.0%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

The topics to be covered include target and call pool
methods for 2014, nomination close dates, the
availability of the pricing team and QSL
representatives will update in the 2013 QSL pools
and the QSL 2014 pools.
There is no need to book into the meetings, just
show up to a session that suits.

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes
no responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not
forward price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward
priced for 2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected
proceeds. For individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the
Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 23 January 2014

2013 Season
2014 Season
2015 Season

Gross
$363
$412
$455

Net
$339
$388
$431

2016 Season

$477

$453

Estimated QSL Pool Prices

QSL daily market
reports
QSL daily market reports are available via their
website www.qsl.com.au. To view the daily report
click here.

As at 27 December 2013
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$392

QSL Discretionary Pool

$398

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$408

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$391

QSL US Quota Pool

$479

QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool

$429

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$419

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is
updated regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools
are performing over the current season.

The Green Pool weekly sugar reports which
were available to growers via the grower web
are now available through the CANEGROWERS
Burdekin website. To view the reports click
here.
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QFF & NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS is an
active member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF) and
Queensland Farmers
Federation (QFF) , a
partnership through which
we have been able to
concentrate and leverage
influence in areas of
importance to the cane
industry. As part of a
range of services, NFF &
QFF provides a range of
information, including
weekly cross-commodity
updates. Please find this
week’s offering

Another Landholder faces a substantial
EPBC Act Fine
It is most unfortunate that, this week, a landowner in the West Wimmera region of Victoria
will pay a substantial penalty and will regenerate 4000 buloke trees following a
contravention of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. NFF
is also aware that another farmer has received a “please explain” letter from the
Department about purported EPBC Act contravention.
Farmers must be aware of and comply with the EPBC Act, which is federal environmental
law. Moreover, not knowing about the EPBC Act is NOT a defence should any landholder
be prosecuted or face compliance.
Farmers also need to be aware that destruction of habitat of protected species, not just the
protected species itself, is also likely to contravene national environmental law. Such
habitat provides food and nesting sites for some protected species such as the southeastern red-tail black cockatoo.
The NFF urges all farmers to ensure they are aware of their obligations, and if not, seek
advice from either the Department of the Environment or the NFF’s Environment Liaison
Officer (ELO), Jol Taber, before undertaking any activity that will affect species or
ecological communities protected under national law. NFF Members are urged to seek
assistance from the ELO to help educate direct landholders of their obligations.
Jol Taber can be contacted using 1800 704 520 (free call, including mobiles) or via email:
environment@nff.org.au.

EPBC Act Key Threatening Process: Artificial
Watering Points in Rangelands
The Department has released for consultation, the draft report to list the above key
threatening process. Unfortunately, the draft report uses artificial watering points as a de
facto indicator of grazing impacts. The NFF has drafted a submission and will be lodging
this in due course, indicating that the proposed listing is unwarranted and unjustified.
In the meantime, Members and farmers wishing to make a submission can access the
discussion paper, and lodge submissions at: http://www.environment.gov.au/node/34927.

Emissions Reduction Fund
The Government has also released the Green Paper for the design of the Emissions
Reduction Fund. The fund builds on the design of the Carbon Farming Initiative but extends
this to whole of economy. The design principles include lowest cost abatement, genuine
reductions and streamlined administration. The NFF will be seeking to ensure that the
opportunities for agriculture are maximised in the design and transitional arrangements for
the CFI, along with resolving the current barriers to agriculture’s participation, e.g. the lack
of methodologies for cropping and grazing land management. Submissions are due 21
February.
The Green Paper is available: http://www.climatechange.gov.au/climate-change/newsarticle/emissions-reduction-fund-green-paper.

Senate Inquiry into Direct Action Plan
The Senate has sent the Government’s Direct Action Plan off to an Inquiry and report by
March. Submissions are due on 20 January – and the NFF will be lodging a submission.
The terms of reference are available: http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/
Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communications/Direct_Action_Plan/
Terms_of_Reference.
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QFF SUBMISSION ON QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFSETS FRAMEWORK
QFF welcomes the release of a discussion paper on the Queensland Government Offsets Framework. The QFF has made a
submission to the Queensland Government and supports a framework which improves transparency of decision making regarding
offsets. The QFF generally supports the use of offsets and is supportive of measures of introducing a single State Government
offset policy, supporting guidelines and associated legislative amendment whilst ensuring alignment with Australian Government
requirements and principles. QFF supports the goal of the framework; to support the government’s four pillar economy by
reducing green tape whilst allowing important projects to proceed without losing prime agricultural land, species and matters of
environmental significance. The submission is available via the QFF website.

$11 MILLION TO SUPPORT MURRAY-DARLING BASIN
IRRIGATION IN QUEENSLAND
THE Federal and State governments have announced funding for seven on-farm water use efficiency projects on six properties in
Queensland catchments of the Murray Darling Basin. The projects are being funded with $11 million through Healthy Headwaters
and are expected to save, on average, about 5 gigalitres of water per year. QFF welcomes this commitment to on-farm
infrastructure spending, which to date has been largely displaced by direct water buyback in Queensland. As QFF continues to
iterate, on-farm efficiency investments deliver improved socio-economic outcomes for farmers and communities, and therefore
must be a core focus of water acquisition as part of meeting the targets set out in the Basin Plan. For the Condamine-Balonne,
the Basin Plan sets out a Sustainable Diversion Limit (water acquisition) of 100 gigalitres, with about 40.5Gl already acquired.
Farmers in northern Basin catchments will also face a shared reduction of 143GL. Information on the Sustainable Diversion Limits
can be found here. QFF CEO Dan Galligan’s interview with the Queensland Country Hour can be heard here.
Meanwhile, the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder has announced today that it will make 10GL of regulated water
allocation available for purchase in the Gwydir Valley by tender. QFF supports this move, which shows a strategic and flexible
approach to meeting the targets of the Basin Plan and is evidence that the CEWH was always intended to be independent and
responsive to a range of scenarios.

NORTH QUEENSLAND RESEARCH CONSOLIDATION
THE State Government has been accused of abandoning an agricultural research facility at Mareeba in Far North Queensland.
The Mareeba Express has reported the news last week that the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry was consolidating some of its activities at the Mareeba research station, thus leaving ‘Block H’ at the station vacant. The block had been recently
funded and built as part of an $8 million investment in agricultural research in north Queensland, as part of the ‘disinvest to reinvest’ plan that had been initiated by the previous government.

FIRE ANTS DETECTED IN YARWUN
BIOSECURITY Queensland has made significant progress in responding to the fire ant detection in Yarwun, which was
discovered in December. According to Biosecurity Queensland, there are five infested properties on and around the Fisherman’s
Landing site with very low levels of infestation. The distribution of fire ant nests indicates that Fisherman’s Landing is the likely
centre of the infestation. Based on when the site was developed, it is likely that fire ants have been there for two to three years.
All known nests have been destroyed and surveillance has been completed 1.5km around the initial detection. The surveillance
program has now been extended to six kilometres out from known infestation. Targeted surveillance is also underway based on
current tracing efforts. Genetic testing is still underway however results show that these fire ants are a new incursion in
Australia. It is likely that the fire ant population originated from southern United States. For more information, contact Biosecurity
Queensland on 13 25 23 or visit www.daff.qld.gov.au/fireants.
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

Debra Burden

PROJECT
& TRAINING
CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Office Open By Appointment
4782 1922

Regional Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Gary Halliday

SmartCane BMP Facilitator

0438 747 596

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Glyn Arundale

Insurance Regional Manager

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

0408 638 518
4790 3606
4790 3605

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945
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Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Grower Innovation Virtual Expo
A grower innovation virtual expo (GIVE) is an expo unique to the Australian sugar
cane industry. Developed by a group of cane farmers in the Burdekin in 2006, the
expo provides a means for innovative growers to transfer their information to other
growers industry wide.
GIVE 2014 is being hosted by the Innisfail Growers In Action group and sugar cane industry service providers on 18 & 19 March
with a welcome BBQ the night before followed by the Innisfail Agricultural Field Day on March 20.
For a program for the GIVE day click here.
For the registration form click here.

